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EPS-based tornado forecasting
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- 4 casette systems c7000
- 145 servers BL460c Gen8
- 128GB RAM
- 6 management nodes, 2 x 8-Core CPU
- 139 computation nodes, 2 x 10-Core CPU
- performance - HPLinpack test ~61 TFlops
- disk array HP3PARStoreServ7400 ~70TB
capacity
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The values of UTI increase together with an increasing probability for a significant tornado.

UTI distinguishes between tornadic and no-tornadic environments and detects warm as well as cold tornado cases. The values of UTI
increase together with an increasing probability for a significant tornado. The quality of this approach was shown for a case 14 July 2012 (one
of the strongest of lately reported incidents), when a shortwave trough with a cold front passed through Poland. A few tornadoes were reported
in the north central part of the country within an isolated cyclic supercell. The cell moved along the thermal and moisture horizontal gradients
with the support of a synoptic scale lift, resulting in four tornado damage tracks in a distance of 100km and with a total length of 60km.
However, the deterministic assessment
of UTI not always can produce a valid
"warning sign" due to small "signal-tonoise" ratio resulting in a frequent
“false alarms”. We applied EPS-based
approach to filter out vast majority of
"noise" by using ensemble mean and
spread values as the actual indicators
of UTI. The EPS "mean-and-spread"
approach was able to reduce - to some
extent - many UTI "false alarms" for is
case.
Dashed line – radar-based time and position of the
thunderstorm. Red line indicates tornado damage
paths.
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Lightning captured by the lightning
detection network 0600-1800 UTC

Two dynamical cores of the EULAG model i.e. anelastic and compressible have been recently implemented into COSMO limited-area weather
prediction model (www.cosmo-model.org) with the following motivation: i) the model solves Euler equations in conservative form with high
accuracy and ii) it features high numerical robustness confirmed in number of benchmark tests including applications for steep orography.
Current efforts are focused on the development of compressible COSMO-EULAG. The main goal is to optimize and configure the dynamical
core and its coupling with COSMO physical parameterizations in order to provide superior weather forecasts for environments supporting deep
convection development.

Idealized experiment - cold density current
In this experiment [1] a descending blob of air in isentropic 2-dimensional atmosphere initializes spreading of the cold density current over the
domain surface. During the spread, the Kelvin-Helmholz rotors develop in the result of a shearing instability at the border between cold and
warm air. High diffusion rate limits the number of rotors to three. The experiment tests capability to model nonhydrostatic non-linear flows.

COSMO PL 2.8 EPS - mean

CE – Anelastic

Another example of operational use of EPS in an convection-permitting scale is an assessment of visibility (VIS) range [3]. The input
parameters includes cloud water mixing ratio(s), rain water, water vapor, air temperature and pressure together with precipitation amount, and
a visual range as an output value. The routine calculates an extinction coefficient, beta [km-1], in a general form of β=a*bα with a and
α – constants, and b being a general function of an amount of water in the air. The extinction coefficient for each water species is calculated,
and then all applicable β are summed to yield a single β value. Then the following relationship is used to determine visibility VIS=-1/β ln(ε)
[km] where ε is the threshold of contrast, usually taken to be 0.02.
This procedure was first developed by Stoelinga and Warner [4], but now, all values of parameters needed for estimation of VIS were
calculated as a EPS-based forecast, then presented as ensemble mean (center panel) and ensemble spread (right panel) of VIS.
In particular the VIS designated for
road users (drivers, maintenance
services etc.) and/or airport
services is computed at 2m agl.,
and values of VIS greater than
2000m can be treated as clear
view (visibility range related with
the Earth curvature).
deterministic

CE – Compressible

COSMO PL 2.8 deterministic

EPS-based fog and visibility range forecasting

COSMO-EULAG Operationalization

Eulag – Anelastic

ensemble mean

ensemble spread
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Intercomparison of Spatial Verification Methods for COSMO Terrain – PP INSPECT
In each figure solid contour denotes potential temperature perturbations (negative). The sequence of figures
confirms that the solutions obtained with 4 different models are in quantitative agreement.

Modeling of moist convection over flat terrain
Realistic simulations test a representation of convection initiation for 6h period between the sunrise and early afternoon over Amazonia [2].
The simulations were performed for varying microphysics schemes, horizontal resolutions (down to 50 m gridlength), 1-d and 3-d turbulence
schemes for COSMO model with EULAG (compressible: CE-C and anelastic CE-A) and with reference Runge-Kutta (RK) dynamical cores.
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Case study – 14.07.2012

Operational setup of EPS based on Time-Lagged
IC/Bcs.
Members #1-5 are ready 18h (and respectively
members # 6-10 – 12h, #11-15 – 6h) before a
nominal EPS start up time.
Members #16-20 are finalized at the current time
window - completing the whole EPS forecast

COSMO – RK

where: CAPE - surface based Convective Available Potential Energy,
CAPE3km - surface based CAPE released below 3km agl.
LCL - surface based lifting condensation level height agl.
AMR500 - average mixing ratio below 500m agl.
LLS - 0–1km, DLS - 0–6km wind shear (magnitude of vector difference)
SRH1km - 0–1km storm relative helicity
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If SRH1km is less than 0, SRH1km become equal to 0, similarly, if LCL is greater then 1500m or CAPE is equal to 0 (or convection precipitation is less than 2mm/h) then UTI=0

Ensemble Prediction System

Experiment configuration:
- isentropic atmosphere,
θ(z)=const (300K)
- open lateral boundaries
- free-slip bottom b.c.
- constant subgrid mixing,
K=75m2/s
- domain size 51.2km x 6.4km
- bubble min. temperature -15K
- bubble size 8km x 4km
- no initial flow
- integration time 15min
- isotropic grid

Worldwide, there have been numerous observational case studies analyzing the mesoscale environment of tornadic supercells. These studies
pointed out that mesoscale characteristics of the wind field, altered by horizontal boundaries such as thermal or moisture horizontal gradients,
can be supportive of tornado occurrence. The main aim of the study was to analyze the thermodynamic and kinematic parameters derived from
soundings and formulate an UTI (Universal Tornadic Index) index to forecast a severe convection events.

CE-C 1km

Spatial Verification methods are newly proposed for verifying high resolutions models. These methods often do not require one-to-one matches
between forecast and observed events at the grid scale in order to give credit to a good forecast [5]. Priority Project INSPECT is dedicated to
apply the spatial verification methods (following MesoVICT project activities [6]) to deterministic and EPS COSMO forecasting systems. One
of the goals of INSPECT project is providing a set of guidelines to facilitate decision-making about which methods can be the best suited to
particular applications.

Structure Amplitude Location (SAL) and Contiguous Rain Area (CRA)
SAL is a feature-based quality measure which provides information about the structure, amplitude, and location of a quantitative precipitation
forecast in a prespecified domain [7]. To compute the location and structure components, at first a identification of individual precipitation
objects within the considered domain (separately for the observed and forecast fields) is required. A forecast is perfect if S = A = L = 0.
A contiguous rain area is defined as a region bounded by a user-specified isohyet (rain rate contour) in the forecast and/or the observations
[8]. It is the union of the forecast and observed entities (blobs). CRA verification uses pattern matching techniques to determine the location
error, as well as errors in area, mean and maximum intensity, and spatial pattern. The total error can be decomposed into components due to
location, volume, and pattern error.
The results of spatial verification object oriented methods applied to 1h accumulated precipitation COSMO 2 (MeteoSwiss) and COSMO PL
2.8 model outputs are presented bellow. COSMO 2 was verified against Vienna Enhanced Resolution Analysis data (VERA), COSMO PL 2.8
was verified against radar data.
Testcase: 2007-09-26, 18 UTC
VERA

SAL

COSMO 2

S = 0.041 A = 0.255 L = 0.161

RK 200m

S- the normalized difference between obs and fc weighted mean
volumes
A- the amplitude component corresponds to the normalized difference
of the domain-averaged precipitation values
L- the location component = a difference of mass centers of
precipitation fields + averaged distance between the total mass
center and individual precipitation objects
R* = 1/15 R95
R* - threshold to define precipitation objects
R95- 95th percentile of all gridpoint values in the domain larger than
0.1mm (obs=3.236, fc=4.675)

RK 1km

VERA – Feature Field

COSMO 2 – Feature Field

CRA
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Vertically integrated cloud water at t = 6h for 200 and 1000m horizontal grid
lenth; top row for CE-C, bottom for RK dynamical cores.

Time evolution of domain-averaged cloud
fraction for CE-A, CE-C and Runge-Kutta
(CE-RK) dynamical cores and with different
colors for different horizontal resolutions.
The cloud fraction is defined as a fraction of
grid boxes at a given level with the cloud
condensate mixing ratio (water plus ice)
larger than 10−5 [kg/kg].

Conclusions:
● Results from high-resolution simulations with the three dynamical cores are in qualitative agreement with the reference solution Grabowski
et al. 2006.
● Formation of precipitation in simulations with CE-A/C is slightly faster than in CE-RK (depends on the mesh resolution).
● The characteristics of cloud field and precipitation (as the amount, onset, evolution and temporal structure of precipitation) strongly depend
on microphysics parameterization scheme (not shown here)
● General characteristics of cloud field and precipitation strongly depend on horizontal resolution with clouds and precipitation developing
consistently earlier for higher model resolutions.
● Dependence of precipitation rate on turbulence scheme (for 500m resolution) differs for dynamical cores, applied, and is relatively small for
EULAG (except Kessler scheme) and more pronounced for RK.
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